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SahaviriyaSahaviriya Steel Industries Public Steel Industries Public 
Company LimitedCompany Limited

SSI established in 1990

SSI is the largest steel sheet producer in South Ea st 
Asia

Annual hot rolling capacity of 4 million tonnes

Thai Stock Exchange Listed

Purchase of Teesside facility first venture in Euro pe

Acquisition of the Teesside facility fulfils the SS I 
goal of becoming a fully integrated steel producer
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Recent History of the Teesside Recent History of the Teesside 
PlantPlant

Iron & Steel making facility (Tata Steel) ceased 
production in February 2010,ending 160 years of 
steel making in the area

Wharf operations  & coke making continued, but the 
rest of the facility  was mothballed

SSI became owners of the facility on 25 March 2011

SSI UK currently directly employs c1800 employees
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SSI UK SSI UK –– Plant LayoutPlant Layout
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The ProcessThe Process
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Ironmaking Steelmaking

How is iron and steel made?

Coke Ovens

Sinter Plant

Redcar Blast 
Furnace

BOS
Plant

Slab Casters

Redundant Bloom Caster
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Coke OvensCoke Ovens
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REDCAR COKE OVENS
Two batteries of 66 ovens/battery.  5.36m high. 27. 3t 
coal/oven
First Batteries built in 1979 and rebuilt in 1984 
Coking rate of 25.4 mm/h with a charge to push cycl e 
time of 18h

SOUTH BANK COKE OVENS
Two batteries of 44 ovens/battery.  5.36m high. 25. 5t 
coal/oven
Current batteries built in 1971
Coking rate of 20.5 mm/h with a charge to push cycl e 
time of 22h.
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IronmakingIronmaking
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Iron is produced in 
the Blast Furnace 
from a single 
>10,000tonnes/ day 
Blast furnace 

This unit will shortly 
have the capability for 
Pulverised Coal 
Injection

The Liquid iron 
product from this 
process is transferred 
to the  Basic Oxygen 
steelmaking Plant by 
Torpedo ladles 
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Sahaviriya Steel Industries 
UK



Steelmaking Steelmaking -- Capacity 4.88mtpaCapacity 4.88mtpa

3 x 250 tonne converters
Typical charge
� 225 tonnes liquid iron and 45 tonnes scrap

Average tapped weight 240 tonnes
Vessels equipped with
� Bath agitation
� Smart lances
� Sub-lance (data collection)
� Slag splashing and washing

Primary Steelmaking
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Process Route Process Route -- Slab CastingSlab Casting
Capacity Capacity -- 3.6Mtpa (Grade/Mix dependant)3.6Mtpa (Grade/Mix dependant)

Two twin strand casters
Twin tundishes
9.8 m radius
Sizes
� 225 & 250 mm thick
� 1000-2030 mm wide

Slab Casting
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Tundish change practice

Tundish Tube Changer

Full slab tracking

Computer logging 
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SSI UK SSI UK –– Restart of OperationsRestart of Operations

Major work programme and capital investment to 
bring the plant back into operation 

Blast furnace restarted 15 th April 2012

First slab produced 18 th April 2012

First shipment left for SSI- Thailand 15 th May 2012
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SSI UK Investment ProgramSSI UK Investment Program

Coke Ovens

Sinter Plant

Redcar Blast 
Furnace

BOS
Plant

Slab Casters

51 m$

PCI 57 m$
Power Plant 27 m$

10 m$

15 m$

Total CAPEX 
Investment 290 m$

Logistic system 5 m$
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125 m$
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Year Useable Iron/t 

2001 2,870,710

2002 3,062,950

2003 3,262,980

2004 3,203,028

2005 3,107,290

2006 3,075,202

2007 3,024,226

2008 2,736,410

2009 2,254,981
Overall  

Average 2,955,309

The table below shows the useable tonnes of iron , taking into account changes in 
accounting year, and demonstrates the real historic  performance of the site .

Pre down turn 
Average 3,086,627

What ever the other debates :-
These are the facts and demonstrate the actual 
rated output of the site
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The Carbon ChallengeThe Carbon Challenge
The EU Benchmarks for Phase III of EUETS sinter, coke and hot 
metal are ~7% below best performers
SSI-UK will not have this capability even after spen ding some 
$300m  in the re-start project . The monies spent  a re a reflection of 
the aim to return and improve on past operating performa nce 
The employment of ~1825 employees directly  and the contribution
that is made to the UK balance of payments based on  this plant are 
at risk if we do not rise to the challenge.
When we produce steel slabs our total foot print of CO2 is 
approximately 2.1 tonnes of CO 2 / tonne of product .Therefore at  
4.0mtpa we will generate 8.4mtpa of CO 2. They way we reduce this 
number is by significant investment 
The plant if built from new , with all modern tools a nd techniques to 
world’s best practice would be at ~1.4/1.6 tonnes of  CO2 / tonne of 
product .
That is not possible without spending ~£6.0 B for t he similar 
tonnage production 
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The Choice The Choice 

We stop – close and save  millions of tonnes of CO 2 
!!!

� Not sensible from SSI or UK inc.  Perspective  as 
carbon leakage is guaranteed .

� we cannot substitute the potential benefits from SSI 
to the economy in terms of the potential for Power 
generation, CO2 stabilisation and export potential

We get CCS to work practically
� We work with a cluster and find ways of optimising 

the emissions to the atmosphere by concentrating on 
CCS
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The Role of CCSThe Role of CCS

In the medium term CCS appears to be the only 
practical way of reducing exposure to carbon costs.
Concern exists over the accuracy of operating and 
capital cost estimates and the ability for these to  be 
met within any support via CFD’s etc for industrial 
applications
SSI UK has had to focus on the immediate priorities  
of ensuring that operations are on a stable footing  
however CCS is one potential option for the future.
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Issues facing CCS in the Steel Issues facing CCS in the Steel 
IndustryIndustry

There are no easy answers to this conundrum
Variable nature of gas composition and the impact 

this may have on catalysts (e.g. sulphur levels and  
other contaminants)
Gas flows are not consistent and extremely high flo ws 

may occur with little notice (e.g. Blast Furnace Sl ips)
The single Redcar Blast Furnace is one of the large st 

in the world and is the only blast furnace SSI have  
therefore certainty is required in the security of 
production
Careful work and development is required to enable 

us to optimise the potential energy generation pote ntial 
from the efficient use of the gases in the process to 
enable maximisation of Carbon capture( + minimisati on 
of Sox and Nox )02/11/2012 17CCS Workshop




